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Book Review 

Synopsis: "Magnetize Money with Energetic Literacy: 10 Secrets for Success and Prosperity in the 
Third Millennium" is a self-help book that helps those brave souls who are willing to face reality and 
figure out what are the real rules energetically for playing the game of life... in order to win. 

Not just spouting more of the usual money-seeking advice in other books about "attracting" wealth, 
Rose Rosetree offers an alternative understanding informed by energetic literacy -- reading the human 
energy field in detail. 

Why don't positive thinking and Law of Attraction Practices produce strong results? And what can work 
far better to produce success and prosperity? 

Readers will find detailed aura-level profiles of the rich and famous, including Bill Gates, Rhonda 
Byrne, Donald Trump, Esther Hicks, and Warren Buffett, plus summaries of extensive aura reading 
research into the 100 wealthiest people in America and the world. 

This inside information reveals precisely how, energetically, these famous people don't necessarily 
practice what they preach... and what they do instead. 

Which practical insights can be found from aura-level strengths in the world's wealthiest people? After 
pinpointing these secrets of success, Rosetree provides a generous supply of "energetic workarounds" 
and goal-setting techniques that can help readers to become more successful. 

In short, this book offers a rare and practical perspective informed by detailed aura reading. Why do 
some people seem to have no problems with money while others can't seem to get ahead? Readers 
receive solid help to achieve greater financial success. 

Critique: Exceptionally well written, thoroughly researched and clearly presented, "Magnetize Money 
with Energetic Literacy: 10 Secrets for Success and Prosperity in the Third Millennium" is very highly 
recommended reading. 

This how-to helps readers discover what can really help to bring success, based on applying energetic 
literacy skills to the pursuit of wealth and success. 

The author is a self-help writer whose credentials include "Aura Reading Through All Your Senses," an 
international bestseller on the practical uses of aura reading. It should be noted that this title is also 
available in a Kindle edition ($9.99). 

Very highly recommended reading. This how-to helps readers discover what can really help to bring 
success, based on applying energetic literacy skills to the pursuit of wealth and success. The author’s 
credentials include "Aura Reading Through All Your Senses," an international bestseller on practical 
uses of aura reading. 

 -- Midwest Book Review 


